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READER’S THEATRE TEACHER’S RESOURCE

READER’S THEATRE INDIVIDUAL PLAYS

Reader’s Theatre is a unique and exciting way of increasing reading fluency and comprehension while 
engaging students of different reading levels and abilities in concepts from across the curricula.

Each Reader’s Theatre Teacher’s Resource offers thematically linked Reader’s Theatre scripts that build fluency, 
comprehension and content knowledge based on common curricula. These collections build on the individual plays by 
coupling them with detailed teacher information and connections to further instruction.

The books in this Reader’s Theatre series all tell 
stories that will engage and entertain students 
while exposing them to concepts in Maths; 
Science; or Humanities and Social Sciences, 
respectively. While principally concerned 
with reading fluency and comprehension, this 
enables teachers to “tie in” each story with 
their own instruction and maintain relevance 
to these subjects throughout.

Each book focuses on a topic from the Maths; Science; and Humanities and Social Sciences, subjects in the new 
Australian Curriculum, while incorporating English elements throughout. Texts are given a total word count to aid the 
teacher in allocating time for the group reading.



Search books on www.hbe.com.au and click book image for sample pages

“NO MATHS” DAY AT SCHOOL  
(YR 1)

Alan Kramer 

Students gain a new 
appreciation for maths in a 
most interesting way.

NL4865 (set of 5) 
$25.00

LATE AGAIN! (YR 1)
Dori Butler

Linda is always late for school. 
Today, she’d like to be on time.  
Can she do it?

NL5008 (set of 5) 
$25.00

EVERYDAY MATHS 

• Late Again!

• “No Maths” Day at 
School

• The Pattern Walk

• Garage Sale Today

NL2156 • $45.95

JILL GETS FIT (YR 1)
Ruth Romer 

Jill spends more time in front of the television than she 
does outside playing with her friends. Some concerned 
and underused body parts cooperate on a plan to get 
Jill fit.

NL4858 (set of 5) 
$25.00

THE DAY I FOLLOWED MY FOOD 
(YR 2)
Carol Pugliano 

Barry gets a first-hand look at the digestive 
system by taking a trip through the human 
body aboard a friendly dim sim.

NL4926 (set of 5) 
$25.00

HEALTH AND NUTRITION

• Jill Gets Fit

• The Day I Followed 
My Food

• The Food Pyramid 
Disaster

NL2149 • $45.95

WHY THE MOON CHANGES IN THE NIGHT SKY  
(YRS 1–2)
D.R. Andersen •  9781760014964

King Goodwin is determined to make his daughter 
happy – even if it means adding a shining moon to the 
night sky! But how?

NL4964 (set of 5) 
$25.00

HOW THE CHIPMUNK GOT ITS 
STRIPES (YRS 1–2)
Staci Swedeen • 9781760014872

Chipmunk challenges Bear to an 
impossible feat and endures the long-
lasting effects of the challenge.

NL4872 (set of 5) 
$25.00

HOW AND WHY TALES

• Why the Moon 
Changes In the Night 
Sky

• How the Chipmunk 
Get Its Stripes

• How Teamwork 
Saved the Lake

NL2132 • $45.95

“PET CARE” KIDS (YRS 3–5)
Ruth Romer •  9781760014896

The desire to own a dog and the need to 
find a way to pay for it lead a group of 
friends to discover the basics of business.

NL4896 (set of 5 
$25.00

IN SEARCH OF NUMBERS (YR 3)

Alan Kramer •  9781760014889

Our first basic number system dates back to ancient 
times, our current number system can be anything but 
basic, and you may say the rest is news!

NL4889 (set of 5) 
$25.00

MATHS ESCAPADES

• In Search of Numbers

• “Pet Care” Kids

• Alex in Numberland 
 
 

NL2125 • $45.95

READER’S THEATRE 
TEACHER’S RESOURCE

READER’S THEATRE  INDIVIDUAL PLAYS

TORNADO! (YRS 3–5)
Amanda Jenkins

A tornado is heading toward 
the Stump home. How will the 
kids make it through the storm? 
Who will be the bravest?

NL5015 (set of 5) 
$25.00

ABOVE THE CLOUDS (YRS 4–5)
Kitty Higgins and Jeffrey B. Fuerst

Henry Haynes is a weather reporter 
who always gets it wrong. Join the 
news team as they go above the 
clouds to get the report right.

NL4940 (set of 5) 
$25.00

EARTH SCIENCE ADVENTURES

• Above the Clouds

• Tornado!

• Wild Weather

• The Three Sisters

NL2118 • $45.95

The Reader’s Theatre Teacher’s Resource collects related Individual Plays and supports each with an extensive teacher introduction that includes Background Information, Staging and Performance 
Suggestions, Literacy Extensions offering ideas for further related writing activities, Character Education Connections that explore ethical and personal values expressed by each character, Content 
Connections giving ideas for further exploration in specific subject areas, Objectives outlining what students will learn from each play, specific information on the reading levels for each character 
(showing the easiest and most difficult parts in each play) and a full summary of the story of each play. A five-day instructional model offers a detailed lesson-pacing plan.
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NL2150 
$140.00

“NO MATHS” DAY AT SCHOOL 
(YR 1)

Alan Kramer 

Students gain a new 
appreciation for maths in a 
most interesting way.

NL4865 (set of 5)
$25.00

THE PATTERN WALK (YRS 1–2)
Ruth Romer

A team of bushwalkers from Camp 
Butterfly go in search of patterns 
in nature. They find them in some 
unusual places.

NL4902 (set of 5)
$25.00

GARAGE SALE TODAY (YRS 1–2)
Katherine Scraper 

The kids in the neighbourhood 
have a garage sale. Then they take 
their money and head straight for 
the toy shop … or do they?

NL4841 (set of 5)
$25.00

NL2140 
$115.00

THE FOOD PYRAMID DISASTER (YRS 1–2)
Joanne Mattern 

Bonnie Broccoli and her healthy food 
friends are tired of being called yucky. 
When they leave the food pyramid, 
everyone learns how important they are.

NL4988 (set of 5)
$25.00

THE DAY I FOLLOWED MY FOOD 
(YR 2)
Carol Pugliano 

Barry gets a first-hand look at the digestive 
system by taking a trip through the human 
body aboard a friendly dim sim.

NL4926 (set of 5)
$25.00

HOW TEAMWORK SAVED THE LAKE
(YRS 1–2)
Jeffrey B. Fuerst •  9781760014919

The Hubbas and Dubbas live on opposite 
sides of a lake. When the lake becomes 
polluted, they must learn to work together.

NL4919 (set of 5)
$25.00

HOW THE CHIPMUNK GOT ITS 
STRIPES (YRS 1–2)
Staci Swedeen • 9781760014872

Chipmunk challenges Bear to an 
impossible feat and endures the long-
lasting effects of the challenge.

NL4872 (set of 5)
$25.00

NL2130 
$115.00

“PET CARE” KIDS (YRS 3–5)
Ruth Romer •  9781760014896

The desire to own a dog and the need to 
find a way to pay for it lead a group of 
friends to discover the basics of business.

NL4896 (set of 5
$25.00

ALEX IN NUMBERLAND
(YRS 3–4)
Annabelle Howard •  9781760014933

Alex is home sick with the chicken pox. 
When he falls asleep, his dreams are about 
numbers and maths puzzles.

NL4933 (set of 5)
$25.00

NL2120 
$115.00

READER’S THEATRE 
SETS

READER’S THEATRE  INDIVIDUAL PLAYS

THE THREE SISTERS (YRS 4–5)
Kitty Higgins

What happens to three quarrelsome 
mountains and two cheerful 
bushwalkers when an earthquake 
hits?

NL4957 (set of 5)
$25.00

TORNADO! (YRS 3–5)
Amanda Jenkins

A tornado is heading toward 
the Stump home. How will the 
kids make it through the storm? 
Who will be the bravest?

NL5015 (set of 5) 
$25.00

WILD WEATHER (YRS 4–6)
Joanna Korba

There’s an old saying: everyone 
talks about the weather, but 
nobody does anything about it. 
Well, that is about to change …

NL5022 (set of 5)
$25.00

NL2110 
$140.00

Each Reader’s Theatre 
set includes the Teacher’s 

Resource and featured 
Individual Plays (in sets of 5).

The Reader’s Theatre Teacher’s Resource collects related Individual Plays and supports each with an extensive teacher introduction that includes Background Information, Staging and Performance 
Suggestions, Literacy Extensions offering ideas for further related writing activities, Character Education Connections that explore ethical and personal values expressed by each character, Content 
Connections giving ideas for further exploration in specific subject areas, Objectives outlining what students will learn from each play, specific information on the reading levels for each character 
(showing the easiest and most difficult parts in each play) and a full summary of the story of each play. A five-day instructional model offers a detailed lesson-pacing plan.
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READER’S THEATRE: 
HIGH-INTEREST PLAYS WITH DIFFERENTIATED READING LEVELS
Jacqui Farley

Readers’ Theatre was created so that students of different reading levels or ages could 
perform together in an educational setting. Many students love the drama of having an 
exciting part to read, and shy students often do better with readers’ theatre because 
they don’t have to act – they just stand or sit and read aloud.

LEVEL 1

IFA19220 • $32.95

9781741011524

LEVEL 2

IFA19221 • $32.95

9781741011517
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s NL2110 Reader's Theatre: Earth Science Adventures Set $140.00 

NL2118 Reader's Theatre Teacher Resource: Earth 
Science Adventures

$45.95 

NL4940 Reader's Theatre: Above the Clouds (Set of 5) $25.00 

NL5015 Reader's Theatre: Tornado! (Set of 5) $25.00 

NL5022 Reader's Theatre: Wild Weather (Set of 5) $25.00 

NL4957 Reader's Theatre: The Three Sisters (Set of 5) $25.00 
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NL2150 Reader's Theatre: Everyday Maths Set $140.00 

NL2156
Reader's Theatre Teacher Resource: Everyday 
Maths

$45.95 

NL5008 Reader's Theatre: Late Again! (Set of 5) $25.00 

NL4865
Reader's Theatre: "No Maths" Day at School 
(Set of 5)

$25.00 

NL4902 Reader's Theatre: The Pattern Walk (Set of 5) $25.00 

NL4841 Reader's Theatre: Garage Sale Today (Set of 5) $25.00 
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NL2140 Reader's Theatre: Health and Nutrition Set $115.00 

NL2149
Reader's Theatre Teacher Resource: Health and 
Nutrition

$45.95 

NL4858 Reader's Theatre: Jill Gets Fit (Set of 5) $25.00 

NL4926
Reader's Theatre: The Day I Followed my Food 
(Set of 5)

$25.00 

NL4988
Reader's Theatre: The Food Pyramid Disaster 
(Set of 5)

$25.00 
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NL2130 Reader's Theatre: How and Why Tales Set $115.00 

NL2132
Reader's Theatre Teacher Resource: How and 
Why Tales

$45.95 

NL4964
Reader's Theatre: Why the Moon Changes Night 
Sky (Set of 5)

$25.00 

NL4872
Reader's Theatre: How the Chipmunk Got Its 
Stripes(Set of 5)

$25.00 

NL4919
Reader's Theatre: How Teamwork Saved the 
Lake (Set of 5)

$25.00 
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NL2120 Reader's Theatre: Maths Escapades Set $115.00 

NL2125
Reader's Theatre Teacher Resource: Maths 
Escapades

$45.95 

NL4889
Reader's Theatre: In Search of Numbers (Set 
of 5)

$25.00 

NL4896 Reader's Theatre: Pet Care Kids (Set of 5) $25.00 

NL4933 Reader's Theatre: Alex in Numberland (Set of 5) $25.00 
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HB4995
Reader’s Theatre: The Magical Australian 
History Tour (Set of 5)

$25.00

NL5023
Reader's Theatre: Individual Plays 
Complete Set of 18

$85.00 

IFA19220
Readers Theatre Nine high-interest plays with 
differentiated reading Level 1

$32.95 

IFA19221
Readers Theatre Ten high-interest plays with 
differentiated reading Level 2

$32.95 

TOTAL (plus freight) $

Yes I would like to receive email communications about products and offerings 
from Hawker Brownlow Education. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time.

Attention ............................................. Order Number .................

Name of School ............................................................................

Address ........................................................................................

..........................................  State ....................P/Code ................

Country  ........................................................................................

Email: ............................................................................................

INVOICE 

❍  Please invoice school/institution (of� cial purchase order must be supplied)

Purchase order number:  ________________________________________________

CREDIT CARD   

❍ School/organisation credit card   ❍ Personal credit card

❍ Visa   ❍ Mastercard   ❍ Amex (4% surcharge)

Card number:

Amount: $ ________  Expiry date: _____   CVV: _____  

Signature:  _____________________________________________________________

CHEQUE   

❍ Cheque – Make cheque payable to Hawker Brownlow Education

TERMS OF TRADE
• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST
• All prices are subject to change without notice.
•  For New Zealand customers, at the time of invoice, we will convert the amount into New Zealand 

dollars ($NZD) so that you can pay by cheque or credit card in New Zealand dollars ($NZD).
• Full money-back guarantee.
•  We do realise it is diffi cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website 

<www.hbe.com.au>. Go to ‘Browse Books’ and most titles will give you the option to view the fi rst few 
pages of the book. Click ‘View Contents’ on your selected book page.

•  We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept 
undamaged returns for full credit or refund.  Posters are for fi rm sale only and will not be sent on 
approval.  Please be aware that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

•  Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within 
Australia and $15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

ONLINE ‘ON ACCOUNT’ ORDERING NOW AVAILABLE!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Education, 

you can now order online and pay using that account.

P.O. Box 580, Moorabbin, Victoria 3189, Australia

Phone: +61 3 8558 2444 • Fax: +61 3 8558 2400

Website: www.hbe.com.au • Email: orders@hbe.com.au • ABN: 77 093 854 892

THE MAGICAL 
AUSTRALIAN 
HISTORY TOUR 
(YEAR 6)
Stephen Davies •  
9781760014995

Students who think 
Australian history is boring 
and non-existent get a 

surprise when their new teacher takes them on 
a brief tour of the continent’s last 60 000 years.

HB4995 (set of 5) • $25.00




